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I really appreciate all your hard work organizing the effective meeting WWPC PHUKET. As usual and even in the big crowd you manage the things perfectly. One-on-One meeting is really very effective this time more agents
and busy all 3 days and many interesting news around world came in one roof.
Your decision on TFS was amazing and it helped a lot to know more partners across the WWPC network and many other Network people ask about the WWPC and we certified about the professionalism and your leadership
quality and how fast and big WWPC Family is growing. Initially we hesitated to attend and enroll our company for the TFS Meet, but we discovered we made the good decision.
We obtained some business and gained good friends from the non WWPC members after attending the TFS meeting.
Thank you and wish you all success in the coming year and, God willing, we will meet in BRAZIL 2014.
Looking forward to a long and strong relationship with you in the business
While our being true to our motto in Managing your cargo with care!!
N. Sharan
Euro Exim
The convention in Phuket was the best one I have ever attended in my shipping life , I met with so many business oriented counterparts, and very
friendly peoples. I am sorry for past years that I did not attend. For the next convention, I will join with one of my sales managers.
Thank you so much Leslie for her hard job you managed in Phuket and thank you for business opportunities provided to Element Logistics ,
Regards
Bilge
Element Logistics
Turkey
Customs Clearance Ltd would like to congratulate WWPC on another excellent event in Thailand! We enjoyed attending and meeting so many clients, associates and other WWPC Member Partners. WWPC provides a superb
environment for connecting with other freight industry businesses and we made many fruitful contacts.
One issue frequently raised in our discussions with freight forwarders, was that of ecommerce. Many forward-looking (no pun intended!) WWPC freight forwarders would like to get into this market but aren’t sure how to go
about it .
There’s been a dramatic expansion in the global ecommerce market as laptops, smartphones and tablets have become widespread. CCL has implemented services specifically to support businesses engaged in ecommerce. We
work with you; we’re not a freight forwarder ourselves, so there’s no competition, only partnership and expertise, keeping your shipments on the move. We can handle both imports and exports, via air and sea freight, and we
can provide valuable services to the WWPC Members.
Cheers
Rudee Bertie
Customs Clearance Limited
United Kingdom
Dear Colleagues,
Arrived safely in Zurich, after a long Business Holiday in Thailand, and India. Back in office today, hope you guys as well arrived in your country safely. I sincerely thank you for the productive meetings you had with me during the WWPC 2013 Convention held in Phuket – Thailand, Taking the time to meet with you is a true potential facing in today’s Business Market, especially in the field of Logistic related and international freight forwarding
between our countries.
I enjoyed meeting with you and other colleagues who are really friendly and needful. I'm glad we had the opportunity to discuss various Logistic matters which could be implemented in the future. I especially appreciate your
commitment to work with Aero Lines at Zurich Airport, and our Geneva Airport Office is as well committed to Serve you from Switzerland. We are opened 7 days for you to meet your Logistic Needs.
I wish to express my sincere thank you for taking the time to discuss this important issue at the WWPC 2013 Convention, one on one meeting and wish to assume business opportunities soon with your Company.
I wish you all the best in all yours future endeavors.
A WONDERFUL EVENT WAS PERFECTLY ORGANIZED by WWPC.
Hoping to meet you at the next Convention.
Cheers.
Best Regards/ SRI Rasamanickam
AERO LINES GmbH
Dear WWPC Friends,
It was indeed a pleasure to be in Phuket to attend the WWPC Convention, meet new faces and reconnect with old friends. Three days and three nights of fun work and laughter
with all of you!
It’s so reassuring that being a member of WWPC we are very well represented , that we have friends and partners all over the Ports of the World. Our Gratitude and Congratulations to our dear Leslie, the great and special lady who made sure we have fun while we work. Thanks for the friendship. Please feel free to keep in touch with us, Freight Connection Phils., Inc. (FCPI) for any assistance or information you may require to and from Philippines.
We’ll be glad to assists all of you with a Big Smiles! Till the next WWPC Paradise Networking! Cheers!
Thanks and best rgds,
Cheng, Jheng and Grace

VIP has been delighted to attend the WWPC convention in Phuket. It felt like being at home with friends , brothers & sisters . New meets, strengthened partnership as well as very positive strong business prospects.
We reiterate to the whole WWPC family that the VIP LOGISTICS management and Team is at desk for any of their needs 24/7 - 365 days a year. Madagascar is our playground, let us treat your freight as VIP, while setting
Tomorrow's Logistics today .
Cheers
Dominic Zuffour
VIP Logistics SCS
Antananarivo, Madagascar
We would like to thank WWPC for a warm welcome. We are a new member of the network, and were so pleasantly surprised with warm and
cozy feeling of freight forwarding family that WWPC created over the years.
In our very first conference we have met great partners for our future development, and gained very valuable information about operations
in other countries, whether it is customs handling practices, or freight routes. We really hope to become even more integrated into WWPC
family as the years go by.
On a more personal note – both myself and Konstantin Efremidi, can vouch that “networking paradise style” is not just a catchy slogan.
The Conference was truly set up in paradise and executed masterfully by Leslie and team.
Olga Slocum
Autico International L.L.C.
Elizabeth, NJ USA

The convention was really fantastic!
Everything was great and well organized. The meetings was very useful and evening events were hilarious.
It was a great opportunity to build relations with the lovely friends. Thanks again for your valuable efforts
I look forward to the next convention.
Best wishes from Turkey!
Best regards,
MR.OLCAY GÝRAY
SEA WORLD DENÝZCÝLÝK LTD. ÞTÝ.
Turkey

SALCO would like to thank all WWPC members for the productive conversations, for their interest and trust in doing business with Brazil as well as for the warm reception we experienced in our first WWPC convention 2013
in Phuket and we are proud to make part of such a selected group of professionals of the forwarding industry. We were positively surprised about the variety of skills of those we have been talking to, especially in the project
cargo field. We are honored that the next convention will take place in our home country and in the year of the Soccer World Cup 2014 and hope that this will be one more reason to strengthen our relationship within this
network. We would like to thank you for the inquiries we have been getting so soon after the Phuket event and are thankful as well for the qualified responses to our own requests. Special thanks also to Leslie and her team
for the excellent organization and for picking such a nice location with such great entertainment. See you next year in Salvador de Bahia ! Greetings from SALCO Brasil Logistics.
Thanks and best regards,
Sven Richard
SALCO Brasil Logística Ltda.
Fortaleza - CE - Brasil
Congratulations on another fantastic conference!
Great location & organisation complimented the good attendance and very healthy number of new members.
Phuket 2013 can certainly already be considered very successful.
I look forward to 2014!
Kind regards
Chris Johnson
Spectrum Cargo Services Limited
United Kingdom
Hello Leslie.
Thank you for everything and congratulations on the Convention of Phuket. Has been fantastic in every way.
Best regards.
Francisco Corrochano
Blue Cargo
Madrid, Spain
Phuket was the first of the WWPC conference that I attended on behalf of EPL International Pty Ltd., though we were represented at earlier editions by my predecessors.
The one-on-one networking session was very constructive and productive in building a number of relationships with like minded people in different organizations around the world.
It also served to put a face to the many a name that we have been doing biz with or communicated with in the past but never met in person.
I would certainly recommend other who have not had to opportunity to attend a WWPC conference in the past.
I wish to thank all the participant who attended (some of whom I did not have the opportunity to network with one on one due to the paucity of time) for taking time off from the busy schedules to make the conference a huge
success!
Kinds regards;
BERNARD DEVARAJ
EPL International Pty Ltd
Australia
We wish to commend the WWPC network for their enthusiastically organized event in October 2013 in Phuket. The resoundingly successful conferences held over the last years certainly warranted a follow-up once again.
And the good news is that this year, the event's organizers have decided to not just replicate their feat but outdo themselves as well. They have accomplished this by enhancing the conference Paradise style, allowing freight
forwarders to become friends instead of just cooperating agents and embrace new agents to become friends, in an effort to allow more of them to benefit from this initiative.
The meeting was again largely attended and when an event such as this is a success, the credit
starts with the planning committee. The fine work and realistic scheduling resulted in an informative and smooth running conference. Excellent planning enabled participants from all
over the world to attend also the TFS in Bangkok in one go. This open and forward vision, to
prioritize the businesses of its members, stands for the excellent operations of the WWPC network.
Met vriendelijke groet / Kind regards,
Mark Lases
Your Cargo Contact B.V.
The Netherlands

Firstly, it was our great pleasure to attend the annual meeting of WWPC again this year, to have meet with so many familiar and
pretty faces, and we could find again that the association is growing-up day by day, which is really a encouraged signal to us, and
brings us more determination to keep it up.
To catch the opportunity, we want to say thanks to Leslie for her hard and excellent work, which carries the whole association &
family more actively and vividly as well.
Look forward to hearing back from any family member partners once available, and we look forward to building new business
with our WWPC Member Partners.
Tks & B.rds,
Kristy Guo- Overseas Development Manageress
Honour Lane Shipping Limited
Hong Kong

Firstly, I would like to say thanks you for your great convention at the Phuket 2013. We are very happy and we feel that have many chance businesses with the members of WWPC in there. We hope the WWPC will always successful and development in the future. We please send all our best wishes to all members of WWPC and hope that will have many great co-operation with them in the WWPC development.
Warmest regards,
Kenny Q – General Manager
Universal Logistics Co Ltd
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
It was a great event and we liked it a lot. Besides very professional conversations, it was also a lot of fun and we are proud that you have chosen our region for
the next event in Salvador!
All the best,
Sven Richard
SALCO Brasil Logística Ltda.
Greetings from MMI-LOGISTICS VIETNAM LTD. It was indeed a great pleasure meeting you ALL at Phuket. I still have a fresh memory of all the nice talks and
time we had during the meeting. Thanks a lot to Leslie and all attendees while looking forward to establishing a bilateral cooperation for our companies.
Thanks and Best Regards,
Mr. Ninh Van Khoi - CEO
MMI-LOGISTICS VIETNAM LTD.
I would like to thank the WWPC family for giving us this opportunity to again get together. I was so excited to meet so many "OLD FRIENDS" (This Old is not meaning year old,BUT means good friends for a long time. I am
afraid they will be unhappy if i say they are old ,hehe !) It was fantastic to have the meetings and party with everyone together. I always enjoy the special experience to EXCHANGE GIFTS! But I really like the special one which I
get! Thanks to the partners who spend their precious time with me by ONE ON ONE MEETING. Hopefully all members had a fruitful trip ! Hope everyone will not forget me (Sophia Yue)after they go back their Country. Especially dont forget AGGIO GLOBAL LOGISTICS SHENZHEN (CHINA )Don't forget the best times Which we spend in Phuket Island !
Best Wishes to All!
Thanks & Best regards
Sophia Yue
Aggio Global Logistics Shenzhen Co., Ltd.
Thanks for your arrangement of the conference held at Phuket… It was very successful… I do believe that all the members who attended the conference enjoying very
much… Thanks again…
WWPC is a well organize worldwide network… That’s why we join and keep the membership up to now since 1998,,,, will keep on supporting….
Best wishes to WWPC…..
Best regards
Herman Yeung
Fast-Link Express Limited
Hong Kong

We would like to thank both of you once again for organizing yet another excellent conference. The arrangement was very comfortable and conducive for us to meet and network with all the attendees both formally and informally . The great part of WWPC Conference is the atmosphere and environment which is very relaxed that provides lots of time and opportunity for us to meet and network with other members. Besides Networking in Paradise
Style in WWPC we are also able to “Make Friends Before Making Business” which builds the Trust that is crucial when dealing with international partners. This is surely one of the best conferences and we look forward to building business with our friends in the WWPC and remaining in this network for a long time.
Regards
A.A Paul
Triangle Worldwide Sdn Bhd.,
Selangor, Malaysia
Many thanks for the great convention and good organization and we say thank you to all attending members for the good time and interesting conversation we had together during our stay by the convention.
With best compliments to all
Mit freundlichen Grüßen / Kindest regards
Thomas Stratmann
Express Logistic International GmbH
Düsseldorf, Germany
First of all, Priority Freight Co., Ltd., as a host country for the WWPC 24th Convention Meeting in Phuket, we would like to say “Thank You and Appreciation” to our CEO, Leslie whom
has chosen Thailand as a second round of the Network Meeting within 3 years. We are very much delighted to be selected and also we would like to welcome all of our global WWPC
Member Partners to the “Land of Smile” from Land Down Under to North America, South American Continents as well as Europe and Asian Partners of total of 248 Delegates to be
present at one place to meet and to share each and individual experiences during the meeting.
With such a short period of time, we have the opportunity to meet up almost 200 delegates during the meeting and the social events in which we have to
say, this is quite awesome opportunity to learn and to develop our way of thinking and doing business . Without the Networks, this will never ever happen
with such an opportunity to our members. The conference gives us to share our services and get to know each other which is the most important to know
whom we are doing business with and learn to know how professional we are in the global network.
In this WWPC 24th Meeting, it shows how strong, united and professional WWPC and WWPC Members are. We would like to thanks to all the member
Partners for their participation in the meetings and wishing WWPC become one of the most outstanding Networks in the Logistics Industry.
Again, thank you and we are very delighted as well as fortunate to be part of WWPC Family since 2007.
Sincerely Yours,
Paul Pruchyanimit
Priority Freight Co., Ltd.
Bangkok , Thailand

Novo Logistics has been supporting the WWPC network since 1994, and we are extremely proud to witness the largest turnout to date. The conference & networking sessions
were very well organized in a relaxed atmosphere. The WWPC network is our family and we extend our warm welcome to the new members !
Best regards,
Imran Kassim
Novo Logistics Pte Ltd
Singapore
It was a great pleasure for us to attend the meeting in Phuket. As first timer joining the WWPC meeting, it gave us a huge advantage to meet with
everyone attending and developing both business and personal relations. Also the evenings/nights after the meetings were very interesting! ;-)
We will make sure to attend the next meeting and look forward to seeing you all again!
Kind regards the Andromeda-team, Rotterdam, the Netherlands!
Bart Brouwerens
Andromeda Forwarding & Logistics B.V.
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
I want to give thanks to all of WWPC staff and management for the Convention that they arranged at Phuket because from my point of
view was amazing. For me was the first Convention of my life inside of one agency network, and I check in situ that all of my fears that I
had before to go, regarding if the old members will accept me or if will be difficult to make relations inside because the old members has
special relationship from long time, etc... finally didn't accomplish and everything was successful, I made very good relations with everybody, now most of the members that assisted to Phuket now me and hope that business with them start soon.
Then, I only have good words to say to you and I'm waiting anxiously for the next Convention to meet more people and get to know others
better.
Congratulations and brgds
Alfonso Tarin
Arabital España Transport Freight, S.L.
Valencia (Spain)
A pleasant hello to everyone!
It was a great pleasure and privilege to have met all of you in the WWPC 2013 Phuket Conference.
As we return to our home country and office, hope we will remember the good times we shared as we go along our usual colorful and exciting lives in the freight forwarding business. On behalf of JEMARA International Freight
Services, We wish you all the best of luck in your business and personal lives! As we say in the Philippines, MABUHAY!, or in English, LONG LIVE!
Thank you and best regards,
Cris C. Buensuceso
JEMARA International Freight Services, Inc.
Intramuros, Manila

Overall it was a good conference (i.e.) Well organized, Flexible meeting timings, optimum visitors, not overcrowded or disorganized. Our best wishes to all the members of WWPC and to those who attended the conference
and interacted with us.
Thanks & Regards,
R.V. Ramanan
Translink Logistics Pvt. Ltd
I would like to thank all fellow members whom attended the WWPC Conference in Phuket Thailand. I really had a wonderful time and fruitful business discussion together. I have received many queries from fellow members after meeting them and hope to build long terms business relation. I trust this event, connecting people, connecting business will benefit all the attendees and all the members In the family WWPC as well. I look forward to meeting all the friends
again in the convention 2014.
Best Regards,
G.D.Khan Bangash,
Prime Logistics
Doha, Qatar
Million thanks to the WWPC who gives the excellent opportunity to meet all fellow members from everywhere of the world, it was fantastic to meet many of
them during the recent conference held in Phuket, this was my 2nd attendance to the WWPC conference, I hope all have great success and fruitful harvest
from the conference.
Kind regards,
Clark Lin - President
Shirley Hsiao - General Manager
Pan Quality Logistics (Far East) Inc.
Shanghai, China
Greetings from XPRESS AVIATION PAKISTAN
Trust all are well,
We hope you all have back to your homeland safely. Please accept heartiest wishes from myself. It was indeed a great pleasure and feelings to meet WWPC
fellow members around the world and had wonderful communication and business tie ups, I have made so many friends and we hope with their support and
cooperation we can do good business and create more opportunities together between Pakistan.
We are overwhelmed by the good support of the members and we hope that our great time during whole convention will lead us towards prosperous business
relations between our company and our company.
Last but not the least, would like to say a big thank you to Ms Leslie for arranging such a wonderful convention for all network family members.
XPRESS AVIATION PAKISTAN shall remain at your disposal and you can contact us any time,
Regards,
KASHIF NAWAZ
GENERAL MANAGER, GLOBAL NETWORK & BUSINESS
XPRESS AVIATION PAKISTAN.

Everyone is still exchanging emails and discussing about WWPC conference at Phuket. It was first time that we attended WWPC conference but should confess that we heard praise from every member whom we met. It was success in every aspect – one to one meetings, venue, arrangements both inside and outside conference hall etc. RAZ Maritime Services, Saudi Arabia, congratulate Leslie Taylor and team for successful and memorable conference.
M S Ali and Mushtaq
RAZ Maritime Services
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
A great finish to another conference, standing true to your catchphrase '“Networking, paradise style.” Splendid ambiance, great location , lovely fellow WWPC members and amazing business opportunities. Cannot ask for more!
Thank you once again for all the efforts you take to make this happen, already looking forward to the next one .
Cheers
Mathew
Intercontinental Logistics Ltd
United Kingdom
Excellent Leslie, you have done it again. It was another successful convention – Phuket 2013. I was very much impressed as we had almost 200 members who attended the convention .
We had enough time to meet each member and interact each other on the one to one meeting & dinner & at the pool and exchange lot of business ideas.
I feel that every members were serious on their one to one meeting and for sure able to explore their expertise and able to convince other members for future business.
Looking forward for next convention.
TKS / BRGDS
Ganisan
VLI Logistics International (M) Sdn Bhd - Malaysia
Please accept the biggest greeting and congratulation from AX Supply Chain Management Corp.,Ltd. in Shenzhen, China.
It was such an honor and pleasure for us to attend this amazing conference and thank you so much for giving us this opportunity.
There is no doubt that it was an organized and successful convention.
And our appreciation to all kind partners we have met there, we had a grateful time with you and thank you for spending your valuable time with us.
AX are ready to provide our good service to you at any time. Sincerely hope we all have a booming business together with WWPC.
Looking forward to seeing all of you again on next convention.
Best Regards,
Aimee Chu-Overseas Manager
AX Supply Chain Management Corp., Ltd.
Shenzhen,China.
I wanted you to know that the Phuket meeting was awesome; it was well planned and had the biggest turn out so far. You have really outdone yourself again J
It was great to see our old friends and meet lots of good quality people. Thank you for being a great friend, and bringing everyone together
I am looking forward to the next meeting.
Best regards,
Hakob (Jake) Amso
Freight Partners International Inc.
Toronto, Canada
It was my first year being the member of WWPC and first time of joining WWPC conference in Phuket back in October.
Though I am the member of other network as well, I'd like to emphasize that this WWPC is very Unique and special one either the way Leslie organize the meeting , the quality of member , the friendship of each member extended, I'd never feel alone since there was party every evening.
From the aspect of business, I found agents who I can work and grow business from Thailand to worldwide and vice versa. It was always great to meet one from other part of the world and learn what services they are offering
as we never know what are the next request from customers that we are to fulfill.
I also found agents who has the capability to provide services that I am looking for ie; Exhibition clearance, Oil & Gas etc which can fill up and make my future plan achievable and more perfect .
Thanks a Million to Leslie, Ron and every agent friend who made this conference worthwhile to remember both businesswise and personal wise .
Looking forward to Seeing Everyone again
Ms. Monthida
Budget Logistics
Bangkok, Thailand
Hi to all the WWPC Members that I met in Phuket,
This was my first WWPC meeting and will certainly not be my last. I had a ball, except for 24 hours of the squirts… !
I made some very good friends and contacts and look forward to working with you and building the relationships further in the future.
Having only previously known Prem before attending this first meeting, I was relieved to see there were also some sane members…
Very well organized and loads of fun.
Bring on the next one !
Cheers,
Jason – KIWI
Jason Keane – International Business Manager
Mainstream Global
Thanks as always to another well organized convention. We are always looking forward for the next convention where we got to see a new place, know another culture, take a vacation while working and meeting new agents
who will soon me our old friends. To all our old friends and agents thanks you and looking forward to see you again.
From your friends in the Philippines, MABUHAY.
Cris and Tess Buensuceso
JEMARA INT'L FREIGHT SERVICES INC
PHILIPPINES

THANK YOU TO ALL WWPC MEMBERS WHO ATTENDED THE

24th Annual Regional Convention

Next Event ∘ 25th Annual WWPC Convention ∘ April 5-9, 2014

Iber tostar Hotel Bahi ∘ Salvador de Bahia, Brazil

